
Series: The God of Mission 

The Babylonian Astrologers pay Homage to Jesus: 
"What kind of leader do the people want?”  
!
Main Point: “The kind of leader we really long for is an inspiring King 
who brings Salvation: we find that person in Jesus” 
!
Matthew 2:1-12 
!
Intro - leadership, what do people really want? 
It’s an unfortunate truth about democracy, that we love to hate our politicians.  One month they are praised for 
their strength and fresh approach, the next month they are crucified for breaking promises.  And we go on and 
on, voting them in and turning on them.  In the case of Tony Abbot, his honeymoon period only seemed to last 
24hours before the polling started to nose dive.  Being the leader of a country must be a lonely experience. !
Jo and I got to share a dinner table with Kevin Rudd while he was PM at a big Oaktree Foundation fundraiser, he 
seemed so powerful at the time.  All his staff running around making sure everything was in order.  Less than a 
year later he was booted out by his own party.  Perhaps the problem is democracy?  I’ve met only one head of 
state, and that was the military coup leader Major General Rabuca of Fiji.  I performed for him when I was 14 
with the Heidelberg Youth Orchestra.  Funny thing is I remember everyone being cool about it: “don’t worry, it 
was a bloodless coup!” !
Deep inside all of us we long for truly great leadership, but so rarely find it.  For many centuries the Hebrew 
people had prophets for leaders, then they had judges, but they desperately prayed for a King.  Which God 
reluctantly granted them.  And some of their Kings were complete failures, while others were good in part - but 
also deeply flawed.   This longing for a truly great King was eventually met in Jesus. !
————— !
This morning we start a four week series for the church season of Epiphany.  This is the Christian feast that 
celebrates the manifestation of the divine nature of Jesus to the gentiles as represented by the Magi - 
otherwise known as the three wise men - or the three kings - or as I’m calling them “the Babylonian 
Astrologers.”  This series I am calling the God of Mission. !
As we examine the story of the Babylonian Astrologers, I want to ask us the question: “what type of leader do 
the people want?”  By this I mean, what type of people did the first century Hebrew people want, but I am also 
asking the question of people today.  What kind of leader do Australians want in 2014?  As we delve into the 
passage, and answer this question, we will start to be able chew on some thoughts about our mission to the 
Melbourne’s inner-north.  We will see the God of mission reaching out to the world by sending his Son Jesus, 
and we will discover what this tells us.  !
Background 
This story stands out in the Biblical Christmas story because the focus is on some astrologers from the East - 
probably Babylon.  I’ll expand on this in minute.  But also, the story is rich with echoes and allusions to three 
other important Hebrew leaders - King David, King Solomon and Moses.  I have based my biblical thinking on 
the assumption that the gospel writer Matthew, has included in these allusions and echoes to David, Solomon 
and Moses - because he is saying something profound about who Jesus really is.  Matthew is saying to the 
readers, Jesus is greater than even these three. !
Let me show you what leader the people want…  !
!
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(1) They want a King (who is better than David)  
They want a King.  Not only that, they want a King who is better than King David.  And they got it in Jesus. !
But to understand how Jesus is better than David,  let’s first look at the Magi.  The term Magi, comes from the 
word “magos" or “magician.”  They were a priestly caste from Persia, maybe even followers of Zoroaster?  They 
incorporate Babylonian spiritualism which included astrology, demonology, wisdom teaching and magic.  And 
they were the religious leaders of their time and Babylonian context.   Pagan religion across the East new about 
Jewish teaching, and so from this came their understanding to interpret the appearance of the star and seek out 
the King of the Jews.    Probably coming from Babylon, they would have travelled about 900 miles over several 
months to get to Bethlehem.  We don’t know how many Magi there were.  Tradition says three because of the 
three gifts.  Whatever the case, they would have had a large entourage.    
 The Magi, arrive at Jerusalem, visit the royal court and speak with Herod asking the location of the 
birth of the King of the Jews.  “We saw his star when it rose and have come to worship him.”  Herod did not 
challenge the Magi’s astrological understanding, and was “disturbed, and all Jerusalem with him.”  Herod knows 
he has the throne illegitimately - he is not the rightful heir to the Davidic Kingdom - he only has the throne 
because he has aligned himself with Rome.   !
“What are the Magi up to?” Herod thinks to himself. Are they about to bring an army and knock him off the 
throne?  In 37 BC Herod was so worried about invasion from the East he had built a series of fortress palaces 
along the Eastern side of Jerusalem to ensure protection.  He was worried about the visit of these gentile 
magicians.  And all of Jerusalem with him - in other words, all of the leadership of Jerusalem - all those who had 
aligned themselves with the corrupt Herod.  So Herod called together the chief priests and teachers of the law 
to ask for their understanding.  And they quote their scriptures, going to Micah 5:2 which is also a reference to 
the shepherding theme used at the insulation of David as King of Israel “You will shepherd my people Israel, and 
you will become their ruler” from 2 Samuel 5:2. !
It had become widely expected in Israel that a Davidic Messiah King would be born in Bethlehem.  David was 
born in Bethlehem, and now the King and Shepherd of Israel - Jesus the Christ - was born in that twice 
honoured town. !
Jesus a greater King than David 
These references to the Messianic prophecies point to the fact that the people had a truly great King that they 
could hope for, a King certainly greater than the despotic Herod, but more than that, he was even greater than 
David.   !
David was a shepherd boy who bravely protected his sheep, Jesus was the true shepherd who laid down his life 
for the sheep.  David was the victorious King who extended the nations boundaries through military victories. 
Jesus was the King of Kings who established his reign over earth.  David wore a crown of gold, but as John saw 
in his vision of Heaven recorded in the book of Revelation, Jesus wore a heavenly crown and will ride in victory 
on his white horse, until he has completely destroyed Satan.  And of course while David was great, he was a 
flawed man, having given into the sins of the flesh.  But Jesus is the perfect King, in whom there is no sin.  This 
baby, whom the Magi had traveled 900 miles to visit, was a King even greater than David.  !
It took pagan astrologers to bring this to everyone’s attention.  These Magi, such unlikely characters in the birth 
story of a Hebrew Messiah, seek out a great King.  They don’t necessarily know he is a God-Man.  The worship 
that they want to conduct is more the normal homage a diplomat pays to a head of state.  When I met General 
Rabuca as a 14 year old, I performed for him, and bowed and shook my hand.  That was my “worship.”  So, 
without realising it, they the Magi were not just bowing down to any old King, they were in fact bowing down to 
God made flesh.    !
Spiritual Seekers  
While we’re thinking about the Magi, I want us to consider something else (which takes us on a tangent away 
from Jesus being better than King David). !
I said there would be practical application for our mission to the Inner-North.  Here it is.  Some of you who have 
joined Merri Creek Anglican in the last month may not have heard me discuss our vision statement.  In February 
we will be focussing on it for the whole month.  But a key line in the vision statement is: “Imagine a church 
community that nourishes spiritual seekers.”  The Magi were classic spiritual seekers.  They were into the new 
age - only it was over 2000 years ago.  They followed the star signs.  Now a good Jew was taught to strongly 
oppose any form of magic, as are we today.  But what Matthew 2 reminds us is a very important mission truth 
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about gentiles, and about other religions and spiritual practices - and that is that God can still speak to them in 
their context.  God is still reaching out to them.  The God of mission is still drawing them in using their pagan 
modes of religion. !
Did you know there is a small but significant revival going on in Melbourne right now amongst Iranian people.  
At St Paul’s cathedral there is a growing Iranian community of new converts, as there is at St Hilary’s Kew and St 
Jude’s Carlton and other Anglican and Baptist churches.  The missionaries Janet and Kahlil Rasmara who are 
now in their 70s have had a lifetime of challenging ministry to Persian people, and now they are saying it’s like 
the harvest is all coming in.  And when you talk to Iranian people what stories do you hear?  You hear about 
Jesus appearing to them in dreams.  You hear about miracles. You hear about the God of mission reaching into 
Islam and plucking them out.   !
The same God of the Bible that spoke to Babylonian Astrologers uses similar methods today.  So as we begin our 
mission to the inner-north let’s not forget that.  Let’s not forget that people are still hungry for a King greater 
than David.  They might not put it in those words, but that is what they want.  A true shepherd who lays down 
his life, they want a King who has victory over evil, they want a King of Kings. !
We will meet people of all kinds of interesting spiritualities.  If you’ve seen our Merri Creek promo video online 
you would have seen Shar who believes in Sharism.  Perhaps God is speaking to Shar in Sharism? Who knows.  It 
is possible.   !
The missionaries to the Aborigines in Australia, understood this principle.  It was common practice for the open 
minded missionaries  in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, to not ban the dreamtime stories, but to listen 
to them, and see if they can spot God at work in those stories.  And they would then connect what they 
understood as perhaps God’s voice, to the stories of the Bible.   !
One reason the Magi had special knowledge about the birth of the king of the jews was because their pagan 
teaching had some jewish teaching woven through it.  And the same goes with modern New Age.  Philip 
Johnson, a specialist in evangelism to new age people, has a whole methodology that looks for Biblical 
symbolism in new age practices.  If you ever come across an open pack of Tarot Cards, look at all the Biblical 
imagery on it.  This is a distortion of the gospel.  But good evangelism, will take the distortion, dig down into it, 
show what’s wrong with it, and rebuild with the true gospel. !
Let’s be a church that is praying that Jesus is speaking miraculously to the Spiritual Seekers of the inner-north.  
Let’s be a missionary church that knows what to do when we meet these people.  Let’s be ready to introduce 
them to the King who is better than Tony Abbot or Julia Gillard or Kevin Rudd, Elizabeth the Second. !
!
(2) They want an inspiring King (who is better than Solomon)  
They want an inspiring King.  A King who is more inspiring than King Solomon. !
Let me explain…  The Magi followed the star to Bethlehem.  The Bible doesn’t explain what kind of star it was?  
Was it a comet? Was it some kind of astronomical phenomena like a nova or a planetary overlap which would 
appear more brightly in the sky (Ancient Chinese astronomy might suggest so). Was it a miraculous one off star 
God placed in the sky?  One possibility that I like was that the star was in fact a bright angel in the sky.  Angels 
were often described as being like stars in the Bible (Job 38:7 and Daniel 8:10 discuss the starry host of angels.)  
And of course demons are fallen angels who have fallen like stars from Heaven.  The fact is, all we know is what 
the passage says.  And we do know that the star stopped above the house where the child was.   !
(Incidentally, you might need to do some unlearning with regards to the image you have in your head from all of 
those nativity scenes you’ve seen of the baby in a stable.  As verse 11 says, Jesus was in a house, and the manger 
would have been inside the house for the animals.  It seems the baby Jesus had to go in the manger because 
there were no other spare rooms. People and animals commonly shared the space in the house so it was not 
that surprising to find a manger.) !
The Magi, paid homage to the child King by bowing down and worshipping him, and offering the Royal gifts of 
gold - which was the symbol of ultimate value, And the perfumes frankincense and myrrh which came  
from Southern Arabia and were used for religious and non religious occasions - including the embalming of  
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dead bodies - and much has been perhaps overstated about the perfumes pointing to Jesus future death.  These 
are expensive gifts that no normal Jewish family could afford.  They are gifts for a king. !
Like Solomon but better 
Now this little scene is quite similar to that the occurs in 1 Kings 10, when the Queen of Sheba visits King 
Solomon to honour him and sit under his wise teaching.  There she brings gold and a great quantity of spices to 
honour Solomon.  And she asked Solomon lots of hard questions, and he answered the questions easily.  She saw 
his wisdom.  And was overwhelmed at his great achievements.    She was truly inspired and said: !
 “Praise be to the LORD your God, who has delighted in you and placed you on the throne of Israel.   
 Because of the LORD’s eternal love for Israel, he has made you king to maintain justice and   
 righteousness.” !
The echo of the story of Solomon and the Queen of Sheba in the story of the Magi, is perhaps there to 
communicate: “you thought Solomon was impressive, wait till you see what this child Jesus can do!”  Solomon 
spoke wisdom, but Jesus fulfilled and embodies divine wisdom.  And when Jesus spoke, he spoke sayings of 
everlasting life (John 6:68).  And of course the link here is not far fetched.  Later in Matthew 12: 42, Jesus says:  
  
 “The Queen of the South will rise at the judgment with this generation and condemn it; for she came 
 from the ends of the earth to listen to Solomon’s wisdom, and something greater than Solomon is here.”   !
People don’t just want a King, they want an inspiring King, and in Jesus we have King who is more inspiring than 
Solomon. !
Mission Application: Be Inspired by Jesus 
The application for mission is this.  Jesus wisdom and life is truly inspiring.  He will inspire the inner-north if the 
people get introduced to him.  For that to occur, you need to be inspired by Jesus.  There’s nothing more 
discouraging to me than a Christian who has forgotten how inspiring and impressive Jesus really is.  Sometimes 
we find we are more inspired and impressed by our hobbies, or our work, and Jesus is like the familiar relative.  
Yes we know he died for our sins.  That’s so done before… One of the reasons we read the Bible, and sit under 
Bible teaching, is to be reminded about how inspiring Jesus is.  He has the spirit of wisdom.  Therefore he is able 
to be just and the one who justifies.   !
Perhaps prayer and meditation helps you to be reminded of how inspiring Jesus is.  Perhaps singing and the arts 
helps to remind you of how inspiring and impressive Jesus is?       !
Do what you have to do to remember how inspiring and impressive Jesus is, and then convey that to others. !
People want an Inspiring King.  But they also want… !
(3) They want an inspiring King who Saves (who is better than Moses)  
Herod tried to get the Magi to report back to him about the whereabouts of this special child, he wanted to 
arrange an assassination.  But the Magi were warned in a dream about his false motives, and they returned 
home to the east via a different road.  Later on in v16 it shows Herod’s reaction to being tricked and in rage 
ordered the killing of all boys in Bethlehem two years and under.  So an angel appeared to Joseph and told him 
to take his family to Egypt. !
Better than Moses  
This reminds us of the birth narrative of Moses.  in Exodus 1&2 we read of Pharaoh giving the order to kill every 
Hebrew boy that is born.  And it was in the Nile in Egypt that the baby Moses was hidden and discovered by 
Pharaoh’s daughter, thereby causing him to escape the massacre.  So Jesus is the new David, the new Solomon 
but he’s also the new Moses.   !
In Hebrews 2-4, we see all the main reasons Jesus is better than Moses.  Moses delivered the Israelites from 
slavery in Egypt leading them through the waters of the Red Sea, while Jesus frees us from slavery to sin 
through the water of baptism (2:14–15).  Through Moses God directed that the blood of the household lamb be 
put on the doors of the Hebrew households protecting their babies from the angel of death.  But Jesus is better 
than Moses because he became the sacrificial passover lamb - through Jesus all believers are protected from 
eternal judgment and death.  Through Moses God establishes the Israelites as the people of God, but through 
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Jesus God makes us by sons and daughters (2:10).  Thirdly, Moses brought the Israelites the Old Covenant and 
the law, but Jesus is better because he fulfils the law and brings all believers into the New Covenant where we 
find salvation and forgiveness from our breaking of God’s law (4:14–16). !
Jesus, therefore, is more than an inspiring King, he is and inspiring King who brings salvation.  And this is the 
kind of leader people really want.  He is not just any old politician with false promises of saving us from a poor 
economy, or from the xenophobic fear of the invasion of asylum seekers, no Jesus ways are true and right and 
effective - he brings us eternal salvation.  
   
Application for Mission: keep the gospel central 
So my concluding application for mission is this:  If the people readily long deep in their soul for a leader who is 
an inspiring king who brings salvation, then in our mission we must tell people about the gospel.   !
And what is the gospel?  It is good news announcing that Jesus has saved and forgiven and rescued us from our 
shame and our sin.  It is good news about what has been done by Jesus to put right our relationship with God.  
This gospel offers people new life.  And it will change the way we view the world.  It transforms our 
understanding of discouragement and depression,  love and relationships,  sexuality,  family,  self-control,  race 
and culture, witness, human authority, guilt and self-image, joy and humour, and our attitudes toward class. !
If you are feeling unconvinced or dry about the power of the gospel, I want to encourage you to pray that the 
Inspiring King who Saves smashes the concrete of your hard skinned faith, and softens you that you can know 
joy in Jesus. !
Conclude  
These Magi, these Babylonian astrologers, traveled their 900 miles, following the bright star in the sky, they 
found the baby in the manger, they worshipped him with their gifts, and they were inspired by this king - who 
was greater than the great heroes of Israel, who was perfect in every way, who was born to bring salvation to 
the world.  Let us be a people who have our eyes open as we enter into the world of multiple faiths and 
spiritualities, let’s see where God is already working, and bring this inspiring good news to the world.
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